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Abstract: Geographical information science (GIScience) is progressively acknowledged as
a scientific field based on a wide range of theories and methods that are constantly evolv-
ing. This motivates our attempt at a tentative observation of the research progress and
challenges that have gone along with its gradual recognition as a domain of its own. The
brief critical review presented in this paper develops an observation of such evolution. The
peculiarity of our approach is that it is not based on a quantitative evaluation of the research
outputs as identified by usual journal production metrics, but rather on a progressive iden-
tification of the research questions and their evolution, which the GIS academic community
has been addressing over the past 30 years since the landmark NCGIA initiatives’ research
agendas have largely inspired and contributed to the development of geographical infor-
mation science as a field.
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1 Introduction

Three decades after GIS has been redefined as a science [22], we believe it is time to conduct
a critical examination of the successive research advances that successively contributed to
its progression and recognition as a specific scientific domain, as most similar emerging
disciplines frequently question themselves in terms of the boundaries that define their core
scientific roots. While scientometric and bibliometric studies provide quantitative eval-
uations of the respective trends that appear in published papers, and as this has been
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done elsewhere (e.g., [31, 58, 60]), we primarily focus on the successive theoretical and
methodological questions that our whole community has been addressing over the last
three decades, to derive a qualitative and specific view of our field and its evolution. More
practically, our objectives and assumptions are as follows:

• We intend to identify and qualify the theoretical, methodological, and computational
questions the GIScience research community has addressed over the past 30 years,
and to what extent they were dealt with.

• The GIScience research contributions considered for our study are the ones that have
played a major role in terms of scientific coverage and general contribution to the
field. They are mostly based on the NCGIA (National Center for Geographical In-
formation and Analysis) research initiatives that attempted to lay the foundations
for an emerging GIScience from 1988 to 1997 [39], and that can be considered jointly
as a landmark starting effort for the discipline. A few additional successive propos-
als are being considered to complement the NCGIA initiatives over time, such as
the European Agile research agenda [11], the Varenius conceptual framework [26],
the Canadian Geoide research network priorities that covered a period from 1998 to
2012 [53], and the United Nations Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Infor-
mation management research and development priorities [51].

• To complement the aforementioned research agendas, several prospective views—
often the result of panels and/or invited papers to major international journals and
specialized workshops—are also considered. They reflect recent thoughts, ideas, and
future research avenues and supplement our critical evaluation.

By no means should our approach be considered exhaustive and complete, but we at-
tempt to give a representative view of the evolution of the field, or at least support a fil
conducteur that traces a broadly shared vision of the evolution of the GIScience research
domain. This study describes how GIScience research agendas developed from NCGIA re-
search initiatives, as well as how technological and societal evolutions influence the specific
subjects to address.

2 Preliminaries

GIScience has been defined as the scientific discipline that studies the data ideas, founda-
tions, concepts, structures and computational techniques that capture, represent, process,
and analyze geographic information [24]. A major peculiarity that should be mentioned to
understand this field is that GIScience originated in a system-oriented domain (Geographic
Information Systems – GIS) that progressively turned into a science. While it has been gen-
erally observed that science gives rise to innovation [5], GIScience could be described as a
history of the reverse: a series of innovations that gave rise to a coherent scientific disci-
pline. This is illustrated by the International Journal of Geographical Information Science
and its evolution: originally labelled as systems instead of science until 1996. Geographi-
cal information systems were initially considered as computerized systems to process and
produce cartographical knowledge [50], before being progressively more broadly defined
as advanced computerized systems with principles and applications, and then later pro-
gressively redefined as a science [37].
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3 Experimental qualitative evaluation

As arguably the most important initial collective brainstorming of the forthcoming research
challenges associated with the field of GIScience, the NCGIA initiatives established by the
National Science Foundation generated a series of specialist meetings that identified the
primary challenges and approaches in a series of specific domains [1]:

• The need for a better evaluation of GIS data sources was clearly identified in the origi-
nal NCGIA initiatives. Initially, part of the discussions of the NCGIA focused on data
quality and error propagation. Spatial data quality principles and standards have
been progressively identified and defined as a requirement of many implementations
of institutional GISs [28]. As technology and the range of applications have dramat-
ically changed over the last three decades with the emergence of a large diversity of
heterogeneous geographical data, applications and users, the need for stringent preci-
sion and accuracy has evolved with the emergence of flexible, user-oriented, on-the-
fly systems that align more cognitively with day-to-day tasks, and practically with
participatory and volunteered data environments, straying away from high-quality
geographical outputs [24]. Visualizing the quality of spatial information is a striking
illustration of the influence of the quality dimension associated with the processing
and delivery of geographical data, which is closely connected to the interface level
and remains a niche subject [36]. Spatial data quality principles standards have been
progressively identified and defined as a requirement of many implementations of
institutional GISs [28].

• The initial original remote sensing/GIS major subject was extended to the search for
different forms of geographical data, and not only limited to data integration capabili-
ties. The integration of remote sensing and GIS, defined as an initial NCGIA research
initiative, is still an active subject, but with a different form and scope, as it is not
only restricted to satellite and cartographic data as in the early days [54], but more
broadly extended to all multiple forms of institutional or open data, static or real-
time. With continuous progress in the development of high-resolution sensors, as
well as novel opportunities offered by autonomous devices, many coupling possibil-
ities and research challenges emerge in close association with Artificial Intelligence
(AI) capabilities [22].

• Core among the NCGIA initiatives was a need to integrate and formalise cartographic
knowledge using cartographic generalisation and visualisation of multiple represen-
tations. With this need, consistency issues as well as the implementation of reasoning
rules became paramount [6]. Progress is still expected in the representation of un-
certainty and fuzzy objects which are complex modelling issues that have not been
completely resolved [25]. These theoretical concepts have largely stayed in the car-
tographic realm, but have moved into the computer science domain as well for their
algorithmic implementations.

• A large swath of the NCGIA initiatives focused on cognitive and linguistic aspects
of systems. It was initially essentially oriented toward the development of abstract
models from linguistic representations, and elementary spatial entities and reason-
ing mechanisms based on topological primitives [16]. Great effort has been put into
identifying the language of spatial relations [15,18], using those mathematical models
to motivate ontologies, building reasoning systems from these ontologies, and ulti-
mately better designing user interfaces to help humans acquire these insights from
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spatial data [27, 47]. All of these require a salient understanding of the human mind
on multiple levels. This has since evolved gradually towards broader issues via the
emergence of spatial ontologies and the Semantic Web [27], approaches based on
the notions of enduring and perduring that gave rise to novel reasoning processes
at higher levels of abstraction, in which the temporal dimension plays a substan-
tial role, and human-intuitive solutions are favoured [16]. Navigation knowledge
and wayfinding nowadays find novel opportunities with the emergence of many
portable devices that favour the development of practical solutions for intelligent
navigation [49]. This is a demonstrative example of how early theoretical findings
can be later implemented when the technology is ready to do so.

• The search for understanding the architecture of spatial databases started with the
computer science communities [29], and has slowly moved toward the private sec-
tor, demonstrating a move toward the development of an active GIS industry with
not only major software solutions but also open-source systems and reproducible re-
search [37]. This exemplifies specific domains not only being addressed exclusively
by the scientific community but also by the well-established GIS software industry,
which can also act as a major innovator. Subjects that appeared promising in the early
1990s such as object-oriented and temporal GISs have not received as much atten-
tion in recent years. This is probably due to the difficulty of mapping theoretical ad-
vancements towards supporting data infrastructures and readily available software
environments. Research today in this area focuses on paradigms that go beyond geo-
relational database paradigms and move toward innovative data abstractions such
as spatial graph-based models [13, 46, 57], database streaming engines for the real-
time integration of location-based data [40], and innovative and participatory inter-
faces for the user-oriented manipulation of geographical data over the Web [59]. One
should keep in mind that in the early 1980s, computers were far less computationally
efficient than they are today, sensors were rarely distributed and integrated into GIS
environments, and the Internet was still in its infancy. This not only generates spe-
cific research issues in the early days such as the search for efficient database engines,
computational data structures and query languages on the one hand, but also, on
the other hand, novel challenges arising from recent and fast-growing development
of location-based GIS, Web GIS and services, spatial-social media, and human-based
sensor GISs. Cyberinfrastructures are nowadays instrumental in the development of
geospatial clouds that favour the integration of heterogeneous data sources over the
Web, favouring collaborations and knowledge sharing across different user commu-
nities [59]. Also important is the identification of the fundamental role that spatial
data modelling should play, and this domain has widely contributed to twenty years
of research both from the conceptual database community [44] and modelling lan-
guages developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium [45].

• Many of the initiatives of the NCGIA referenced the need to consider the usage and
value of spatial data [23]. To fully realise that potential, laws and ethics have had a
seminal role in the discussion [40]. While laws are important, we also must consider
policies, most importantly how institutions and organisations share data amongst
themselves and generally with the public [43]. This subject has been gradually ap-
propriated by conventional organizational approaches and treated within the frame-
work of methodological processes for the implementation of GIS in different levels
of an organization. Geographical data and metadata standards, geo-portals, and geo-
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graphical data infrastructures have been widely developed at the local, regional and
national levels, enabling widespread diffusion and sharing of geographic informa-
tion. Standards, management, and governance rules are difficult to implement in cy-
berspace. This raises significant issues with vulnerability, transparency, security and
data protection issues that GIScience should research. As we have moved to a more
citizen science climate with lots of volunteered geographic information, these needs
remain important today, be it as basic accuracy issues or even further into the realms
of copyright and privacy. FAIR data principles are a set of guiding principles to make
data findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable so that data can be found, un-
derstood and reused by others, and driving factors progressively adopted by the GIS
community [55]. Openness to other sciences and disciplines such as environmental
sciences was also mentioned by the European Agile agenda [11]. Ethical and privacy
issues were also first mentioned by Goodchild and have since continued to play a
more and more substantial role, as well as one of the impacts of GIS on society [52],
as there is a need to understand how different groups are impacted by, have access
to, or otherwise are exposed to GIS.

• Spatial analysis is still one of the most important areas of GIScience [17], closely con-
nected to the need for a sound integration of the temporal dimension [32]. This sub-
ject has been explored in a broader sense from language, culture, modelling, ma-
nipulation to implementation issues in space and time to the search (still active) for
new spatio-temporal data representation and reasoning, mechanisms, either formal
or coupled with new geo-computation, geo-analytics and AI often closely connected
to high-computing algorithms and resources [34]. Nowadays, spatial analysis and
visualisation open up to the many perspectives offered by the opening to the third
dimension, the integration of interactive, real-time, and dynamic visualization pro-
cesses, and immersive systems, and where technologies finally open a wide range
of interface opportunities while favouring additional interactions with new fields
of research, particularly when coupled with AI [9]. There is still much to be done
and this subject is not yet completely developed with many extensions such as geo-
computation and geo-analytics, and now expanding to AI capabilities with new av-
enues of opportunities.

• Spatial Decision Support systems, multi-criteria analysis and collaborative decision-
making were already thought to be inherent to the sciences of geographic informa-
tion, but notably in their shared relation to many disciplines and applications such
as retailing, marketing, socioeconomic and environmental modelling [12]. This is
still the case with probably an extension of the opportunities for multidisciplinary
research and citizen involvement with complementary fields (e.g., health, transport,
environment). These trends contribute to the explicit recognition of GIScience by
many scientific fields, a strong opening and an extension of the perimeter of origin
of the sciences of the geographical information, while also calling into its own iden-
tity. It has been recognized that decision processes are intimately linked to the or-
ganizations in which such processes happen and should be preferably collaborative
processes [21]. We should think about the processes by which decisions are made.
Are decisions made unilaterally or collaboratively? Is that collaboration between dif-
ferent human interests or between methodological slants and analyses? Ultimately,
the right decision may not be the same in all contexts, varying with disciplines and
applications. These assumptions are revisited in a different way but as baselines of
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emerging collaborative digital representations. This reality leads to the necessity of
numerous formal and informal models to allow humans the flexibility to make ap-
propriate decisions while still exhibiting control of the outcome.

• Core to the future of the NCGIA initiatives is GIScience education. GIScience edu-
cation is a key issue to address as the development of successful teaching methods
requires the integration of continuously evolving GIScience principles. This requires
the identification of a common or minimum theoretical and methodological frame-
work, practices and a body of knowledge that can reconcile the diversity of disci-
plines involved in the field and a sound basis for a wide range of audiences and
expertise [2]. This in effect can challenge the entire GIScience community.

Overall, it appears that many of the initial research subjects that were identified by the
NCGIA initiatives remain subjects of interest today with broad contributions across many
scholars and institutions, a core signal of disciplinary vision. This noteworthy evolution in
the analysis of GIScience research directions can be related to the conceptual triangle ini-
tially suggested by the Varenius conceptual framework that displaces the focus from solely
the human, society, and the system to the interplay of the three (Figure 1). This conceptual
construction remains relatively valid in its root principles, but its scope has significantly
evolved with changes in society and the emergence of major environmental concerns, the
diversity of technologies, processing resources and systems, and the multiplicity and het-
erogeneity of the communities involved.

As a first macro-summary of this analysis, there appear to be several broader themes at
play over the past 30 years of the research agenda. The research subjects from NCGIA have
continuously evolved in three core planes: society, technology, and humans.

• On the societal level it appears that many of the initial research subjects that were iden-
tified by the NCGIA initiatives remain subjects of interest today with broad contribu-
tions across many scholars and institutions, a core signal of disciplinary vision. This
noteworthy evolution in the analysis of GIScience research directions can be related
to the conceptual triangle initially suggested by the Varenius conceptual framework
that displaces the focus from solely the human, society, and the system to the inter-
play of the three (Figure 1). This conceptual construction remains relatively valid
in its root principles, but its scope has significantly evolved with changes in society
and the emergence of major environmental concerns, the diversity of technologies,
processing resources and systems, and the multiplicity and heterogeneity of the com-
munities involved.e been changes in volunteered or unvolunteered data initiatives
such as citizen science and social media. This generates a major methodological shift:
from the modelling of well-defined and bounded geographical data infrastructures
toward digital geographical information infrastructures and digital twins that com-
bine institutional and social media data with a higher diversity of collaborative and
volunteer data integration pathways, some of which are not always well-defined, and
that open many data integration and sharing issues. Data flows nowadays are either
structured or unstructured, and they have even come from new social media path-
ways that generate unprecedented volumes of potentially geo-located semantic data.
Similarly, this induces challenges in computational data quality. It should be noted,
however, that computational data quality may not detract from the actual quality of
that data to a human or society.
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Figure 1: Varenius’ conceptual framework.

• On the technological level, there have been major advances that have grown or usurped
research subjects. There are, however, novel opportunities and research issues offered
by new technological possibilities (e.g., sensors, wireless networks, location-based
services, visualization, and exploratory tools), with a close association of cyberspace
and geographical space [35].

• On the human level, there is a much wider geographic dispersal of contributors, span-
ning not only Western cultures but also vibrant research communities in Asia. As
science advances and knowledge accumulates, a general trend observed in many sci-
entific domains is that there is a ubiquitous shift toward teamwork [30], decreasing
the role of individual landmark contributions as this was the case in the early GI-
Science days. The spirit of collaboration has steered away from seminal work, and
more toward collaborative scholarship spanning many perspectives. There is also
a need for considering balanced gender and diversity issues in the development of
GIScience, a challenge that occurs in many disciplines [19].

As with many disciplinary tracks from urban to environmental sciences, interdisci-
plinarity has provided fruitful opportunities for innovative research. On the lowest level,
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we see transdisciplinary efforts that link areas of study (such as health GIS). As more and
more specialised areas emerge, particularly in computer science, more and more research
subjects are emerging around areas concerning artificial intelligence, data science, and mo-
bile computing. Other parts of the disciplinary research track have either faded from dis-
ciplinary focus (such as cartographic topics) or have shifted to predominant concerns in
other communities (such as data sharing or legal concepts) [42]. The Canadian Geoide
research agenda introduced a major evolution in the way GIScience research should be
conducted [53]. The focus was voluntarily put on three complementary dimensions that
finally announce a major evolution: mobility, environmental change, and sensors. A no-
table tendency is that the focus was on a specific emerging area (i.e., mobility) that has
driven massive efforts in developing real-time data integration of moving objects for many
transportation-related applications. Over the past ten years, ontologies, big data, volun-
teer GIS, cyber GIS and AI have played a major role in the development of GIScience re-
search [14]. This vision is still extraordinarily valid as these open many research avenues
that open a series of forthcoming areas to explore.

The environment domain is currently acting as a major application area because of its
societal impact. Another significant trend which is a critical example of the evolution of
GIScience research, is the diversity of disciplines involved, to mention a few: Geomatics,
Earth Science, Civil Engineering, Computer Science, Statistics, Forestry, Environment Sci-
ence, Medicine, Physics, Planning, Archaeology, Business. This prompts the question of
how GIScience fits into the interaction with all these domains. Does GIScience exist, or is it
just a conglomeration of other recognized disciplines?

4 The routes to the future

A major trend also specific to GIScience is that most research developments came from
individual and opportunistic developments rather than the result of major research ef-
forts. In that sense, the balance is much more on discovery-led research and not major
theoretical and organised advances [20]. Re-usability is becoming a major trend as many
major international journals require the availability of codes and data for accessibility and
re-utilization purposes [38, 55], this is exemplified by the new policy developed by the
International Journal of Geographical Information Science. The next few years will be still in-
fluenced by the continuous emergence of novel technologies and novel opportunities in
ways that are currently hard to imagine. For instance, amongst many current technological
advances that are likely to impact GIScience research over the next few years let us men-
tion autonomous, mobile, and distributed sensors as well as novel exploratory interfaces
are likely to strongly impact the GIS world [41]. The emergence at unprecedented scales of
many sensor-based environments offers many possibilities for the integration of geograph-
ical data, but also new research issues to address such as the real-time distribution and
integration of large incoming datasets. The future of GIS requires close integration with
data sciences and emerging technologies, which are likely to offer considerable application
perspectives and routes for innovation [35]. Still, there is a need to develop methodological
bridges and pathways among geography, AI, and cognitive science [4], and strengthen con-
nections between geographical space and cyberspace [33]. This creates novel behavioural
and cognitive research and methodological challenges to explore the behavioural, cogni-
tive and psychological processes involved. Moreover, emerging and major societal impacts
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and challenges, such as climate and the environment, are very likely to impact future GI-
Science research [10]. Cyberspace and the metaverse significantly impact the way humans
interact with and behave in virtual geographical space, but also create learning opportu-
nities. This generates in fact new learning and knowledge acquisition processes that can
be then transferred to and replicated in the real world under specific modalities still to be
studied. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) require huge amounts of spatial-temporal
data, methods, and analytics to reach their objectives, creating many opportunities for GI-
Science.

The GIScience community, as proof of its relative youth, is always keen to identify ma-
jor forthcoming research challenges that will stand over the next few years (e.g., [8]). The
emergence of big geographical data, volunteer geographical data, Web-based and social
geographical data, and the metaverse are very likely to impact the way most GIScience
research issues should be addressed as the level of scalability and processing to consider
already has a different degree of magnitude and then of representation complexity [56].
Promising GIScience experiments will arise from virtual communities and metaverses,
whose spatial properties are likely to generate a need for the exploration of the structural
patterns that emerge at different scales and levels of granularity. Clearly, and as anticipated,
GIScience is very likely to evolve when the virtual space permeates a wide range of human
activities [3]. Placeless Internet gives room to many more international scientific collabora-
tions at unprecedented speeds, thus facilitating cross-cultural approaches and maximising
efforts over time. GIScience is changing as the world is evolving with increasing needs
in the age of sustainable development and the need to follow the emergence of big data
challenges, thus resulting in a constant increase of academic publication flows [60].

5 What we have learned

What this prospective paper intends to achieve is an observation of the field of GIScience,
through personal observation of the research issues that have been considered relevant
over the past thirty years. The effort is noteworthy as far as we learned something from
the exercise, especially in the understanding of the scientific patterns that drive GIScience.
Indeed, there is a part of subjectivity in it, but it supports the identification of evolutionary
trends in the way GIScience questions itself from a meta-scientist point of view. A major
finding is that in all cases GIScience research should not be considered as a closed and
monolithic domain, but rather a subject open to a wide diversity of other scientific do-
mains, thus making the identification of the research boundaries of GIScience as a research
subject a non-straightforward task. It will be wise to observe to what degree GIScience
advances generalise across other fields [8]. As GIScience is a relatively new area, and as
compared to well-established and strong scientific domains and fundamental sciences, the
identification of its exact role in the general frame of science is also a difficult task, and it is
still the object of some debates [48]. Geographical information science lies at the crossroads
or convergence of several scientific domains and greatly benefits from them, and a chal-
lenging subject is to which degree other disciplines will benefit from GIScience research
breakthroughs; GIScience observatories should be developed to observe the underlying
theoretical and methodological processes so that they can be reproduced, and their find-
ings better understood [7]. It becomes crucial to properly document the proliferation of
geographic data of all kinds. The conservation of this data is also a complex issue insofar
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as it is difficult to anticipate the questions that researchers will likely address [7]. GIScience
must integrate several disciplines around common research interests to broaden its scope
and allow for the integration of complementary views. An often-latent question is whether
the issues addressed by GIScience are specific to our field or more generic and shared by
other disciplines: Are the spatiotemporal concepts, models, and reasoning frameworks
developed so far, generalizable across all fields? Is a unified theory of spatiotemporal in-
formation feasible and a worthwhile goal across all disciplines?
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